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Looking for a lawyer?

MEMPHIS
CGhTGR FOR
^ooucmc

Bankruptcies, Wage Earner,
Divorces, Wills, Adoptions,
Accident & Personal Injury
Claims, Child Custody Disputes
CRIMINAL AND CIVIL
Credit terms available
FIRST CONSULTATION FREE

QichardW Foster
James DKopemak

1462 POPLAH AVE
MEMPHIS. TN 38104

901/2M-3550

Concerned women Dedicated To Quality Health
Care. Comprehensive Birth Control
and
Gynecological Services Free Counseling and
Pregnancy Testing. Special Student Rates. Early
Pregnancy Termination. All Services Confidential.

Open weekdays til 7 p.m....Open Saturdays til 1

1433 Poplar Avenue (Mldtown)

278-7641

JOIN

ASSOCIATION FOR CllILDBIRTll
AT flOMt", INTERNATIONAL
NATIONAL HEAPaUAKTEFL5, BOX 1119, CERHJT05, CA. 00701
An independent international organization sup
porting homebirth and dedicated to parents' right
to decide where and with whom they will give
birth.

We offer classes, free counseling, speakers, and
referral services.
Certified local instructors:
Debbie Petersen, 332-1991
Lois Van Tol, 458-1044

Buying a^foterbed?
Consider these 4 important things:
l.Quality 2. Selection 3.Price
The fourth important thing to consider is a name...
The Master Bedroom. At all three Master Bedrooms we put
quality, selection and price together in a number of beautiful
packages that fit all sorts of budgets. We ask that you do
yourselves a big favor...before you buy a waterbed. Go to
any competitor and examine the product. Examine it care
fully, and get a price. Then come to the Master Bedroom
and do the same thing.
When your Master Bedroom waterbed is delivered to
your home youU know you have the best product at the
best price. We're Memphians with over 8 years of waterbed
experience, and we're proud of
our stores. Thanks for buying
from the Master Bedroom.
After all, someday your grand
children will be buying from our
grandchildren. Quality, selec
tion and price will make that
possible.
Complete waterbed systems
WATERBEDS & BEDROOM FURNISHINGS
3923 Park • 452-8134
starting as low as '230°°

JycdroottL^)

3258 Coleman at AustinPeay m Raleigh • 372-2155
3W1S Mr-1—"
^

Incidentally, we have many ways to arrange financing. So rest assured.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL OF MEMPHIS
V.

h2"ih

Charleswood Road, Memphis. Tennessee 38117
For More Information
Call: 685-7827

HEALTHY
TRADING
1783 UNION AVENUE-re

This locationserving Mid-town for 11 years
Whole Provisions Available In Bulk:
•Nuts,nut mixtures,seeds,grains, flours,oils,
beans, honey, maple syrup,dried fruits, bran,
wheat germ, good-tasting yeast, lecithin,paste
granola, ascorbic acid, maxi-crop fertilizer,
fructose, raw sugar, powdered milk, sea salt
yogurt powder, soy sauce, cheese, coconut,
Imported teas, spices * herbs (you sc >p it!)
Naturally decaffeinated Columbian coffee
Wide selection of bottled waters
Natural vitamins* supplements
Freshly baked breads & cakes
Fertile yard eggs, raw milk cheess, fresh
i.miso&yogurt
isks, French clays,
• cosmetics
SNACK BAR serving daily from 11-3
featuring- fresh juices, soups,salads
sandwiches, shskes & specials''
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

Tools For Better Living:
-Citrus*veggie juicers, flour*spice miHs,
coffee grinders, sprouters, water distillers*
portable purifiers
- MOTHER EARTH NEWS, EastWsst Journal,
Organic Gardening,*other alternativepublicatlons
- Dharma Seals, T-Shirts, MA* Footsie rollers
-Nutritional reterence * cook books
-Instructional charts/posters on vitamins,
herbs, acupuncture, zone therapy, Tibetan
eye, food combining, protein complements
-Natural bristle brushes,toothbrushes,combs,
sponges, loofahs,pum
-Purest soaps,oils,*sa
-Organic pet foods, flea collars, vitamins*
supplements to condition coat
- Select grades of ginseng, dong quai, fo tl,
ma huang, and other Chinese medlcinals
P°"#n 4 impor,ed Prop®1'*
"New0""
-Fl-ej °*

athletic announce^nts^& culuj%?events>afTWa^S'lt'rne''' civic'
•of music, art. theatre.&danre
events of special interest in the fields
901-278-6444

Drew Clarke &Wende Martin
owners/proprietors
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INSIDE

MEMPHIS
CENTER FOR
REPRODUCTIVE
HCdLTH-

Bankruptcies, Wage Earner,
Divorces, Wills, Adoptions,
Accident & Personal Injury
Claims, Child Custody Disputes
CRIMINAL AND CIVIL
Credit terms available
FIRST CONSULTATION FREE

Diehard W Foster
James DKopernak

1462 POPLAH AVE
MEMPHIS. TN 38104
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901/2/4-3550

Concerned women Dedicated To Quality Health
Care. Comprehensive Birth Control
and
Gynecological Services Free Counseling and
Pregnancy Testing. Special Student Rates. Early
Pregnancy Termination. All Services Confidential.

Open weekdays til 7 p.m....Open Saturdays til 1

1433 Poplar Avenue (Midtown)
278-7641
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Editor: Sara Van Horn
Art Director: Kenneth Hubbell
Student Intern: Willis Cook
Production: Carolyn Ball, Ann Norris, Kay Williams
Distribution: Alan Bassett
Dixie Flyer is produced entirely by volunteers and dis
tributed free in the Mid-South.

Dear Dixie;

Our readers in Brooklyn miss Memphis and Bob
Dylan carries the Flyer to Muscle Shoals

Inner City Essays
By Phyllis Tickle
Life beyond the city limits
Photography by Deck Reeks

Exhibit: Robert T. Jones

JOIN

ASSOCIATION FOR ClllLPBIRTh
AT hOMC. INTERNATIONAL

NATIONAL HEAPQ.UAKTER5, BOX IZI9, CERR.IT05, CA. 00701
An independent international organization sup
porting homebirth and dedicated to parents' right
to decide where and with whom they will give
birth.
We offer classes, free counseling, speakers, and
referral services.
Certified local instructors:

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL OF MEMPHIS
V

L23L Charleswood Road, Memphis, Tennessee 38117

For More Information
Call: 685-7827

Debbie Petersen, 332-1991
Lois Van Tol, 458-1044

The Dixie Flyer is published by The Dixie Flyer Press,
P.O. Box 40074, Memphis, Tennessee, 38104. Copyright,
1980, all rights reserved. All manuscripts, letters, artwork and
photographs submitted for publication will be returned if sent
with the enclosure of a stamped, self-addressed envelope. All
opinions expressed herein are those of the writers and do not
represent any editorial stand by the staff of this newspaper.
Editorial and advertising inquires should be addressed to:
DIXIE FLYER, P.O. Box 40074, Memphis, Tennessee
38104, or call 722-8730. Second Anniversary Summer
Issue deadline: Copy, July 1. Advertising, July 20.
Typesetting by Computer Graphics, Little Rock, Arkansas.
Printed by Twin City Printing, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Cover Design: Kenneth Hubbell

Photography from the portfolio of one of the
South's emerging talents

Surviving The Slaughter:
From Catastrophe To Peace
By Willis Cook
To define genocide: Simply multiply this story
times millions
Illustration by Kenneth Hubbell

Last Train For The Liberal
By Gordon Osing
An ex-liberal remembers their hay-day, analyzes
their future and though turned cynic, we suspect
he still has a bleeding heart
Illustration by Susan O'Reilly

Tom O'Neil's Record Reviews
He's waxed beyond recognition but pressed, Tom
will tell all he knows — from Warren Zevon to
masked wrestlers on Cablevision

They Didn't Have Rock

Buying aWiterbed?
Consider these 4 important things:
l.Qua!ity 2. Selection 3. Price
The fourth important thing to consider is a name...
The Master Bedroom. At all three Master Bedrooms we put
quality, selection and price together in a number of beautiful
packages that fit all sorts of budgets. We ask that you do
yourselves a big favor...before you buy a waterbed. Go to
any competitor and examine the product. Examine it care
fully, and get a price. Then come to the Master Bedroom
and do the same thing.
When your Master Bedroom waterbed is delivered to
your home you'll know you have the best product at the
best price. We're Memphians with over 8 years of waterbed
experience, and we're proud of
our stores. Thanks for buying
from the Master Bedroom.
After all, someday your grand
children will be buying from our
grandchildren. Quality, selec
tion and price will make that
possible.
Complete waterbed systems
WATERBEDS & BEDROOM FURNISHINGS
starting as low as $230°°
3923 Port, • 452-8134

Bedroom^}

3258 Coleman at Austin Peay in Raleigh • 372-2155
3141S Mendenhall Road • 795-2772

Incidentally, we have many ways to arrange financing. So rest assured.
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By David Less
They didn't allow live music on Sunday, but they
did have Sunbeam Mitchell, Bobby Bland, Bill
Harvey and Harlem and Havanna, B.B. King,
Rufus Thomas, Phineas Newborn, Jr., . . .

HEALTHY
TRADING
formerly Whole Foods

Dylan: Running On Empty

A NATURAL FOOD STORE -

By Gordon Alexander
He's got plenty of tickets — there's room
to get on board

1783 UNION AVENUE-rear

Illustration by Kenneth Hubbell

This location serving Mid-town for 11 years
Whole Provisions Available In Bulk:
•Nuts,nut mixtures,seeds,grains, flours, oils,
beans, honey, maple syrup, dried fruits, bran,
wheat germ, good-tasting yeast, lecithin,past:
granola, ascorbic acid, maxi-crop fertilizer,
fructose, raw sugar, powdered milk, sea salt
yogurt powder, soy sauce, cheese, coconut,
rted teas, spices ft herbs (you scoop it!)
Naturally decaffeinated Columbian coffee
Wide selection of bottled waters
al vitamins&sui
Freshly baked breads,
Fertile yard eggs,
butter, tofu.miso&yogurt
Balms, lotions, shampoo, masks.French clays,
ft cosmetics
SNACK BAR serving daily from 11-3
featuring: fresh juices, soups,salads,
sandwiches, shakes ft specials 11
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

OPEN 7 DAYS
mon-sat: 9:30-7
Sunday: 12-6

901-278*6444

Tools For Better Living:
-Citrusft veggie juicers, flour&spice mills,
coffee grinders, sprouters, v
portable purifiers
-MOTHER EARTH NEWS, EastWest Journal,
Organic Gardening, ft other alternative pub
lications
-Dharma Seals, T-Shirts, MA ft Footsie rollers
-Nutritional reference ft cook books
-Instructional charts/posters on vitamins,
herbs,acupuncture, zone therapy, Tibetan
eye, food combining, protein complements
-Natural bristle brushes,toothbrushes,combs,
-Purest soaps,oils,ft salts for the bath
-Organic pet foods, flea collars, vitamins ft
supplements to condition coat
- Select grades of ginseng, dong quai, fo ti,
ma huang, and other Chinese medicinals
- Arizona bee pollen ft imported propolis
-New Age cards ft calendars
-_Fj-s imported incense and charcoal

Drew Clarke &Wende Martin
owners/proprietors

Is It Punk Or Is It Memorex?
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By Maggie McKinnie
No one knows where punk has gone, and the
Police didn't have a clue
Photography by Sheila Sanderson
Graphic: Kenneth Hubbell

Rock 'n Roll Stew
Rick Christian By Sara Van Horn
Give Rick Christian a good-bye wave,
a new one to The Resistors
The Resistors By Fred Montgomery

Dixie
Flyer
WANTS:

Writers &
Illustrators
with a strong
sense of style
and personal
viewpoint

Photography by Sheila Sanderson

"New Music" In Memphis
By Lyn Gillick
Old roots for "new music"
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Jewel Medley
3536 Walker
323-2074

Support Your Local Craftsperson

Wednesday, 7:30

Hair Braiding Beads
Custom Hat Bands
Baby Letter Beads
Feathers & Rocks

1877 Madison
Free Leather-working class

Buy Local Arts and Crafts Supplies

TSMRT

I miss Memphis! Please send a
large subscription and a small Tshirt. I want everybody to notice
what it says. "Jumpin' Slick" is
drunk and slipping but the spirit
lives on. Verne Norwook and Liz
Griffith are in a band called
"Backstreet" in Rochester, I'm
soloing in the Times Square area
and Larry is still on the road. Lee
is in Pittsburgh, unless I was lost
that day.

Flyer staff — When I was
recording in L.A., Jerry Wexler
had a copy of the January issue —
given to him at Muscle Shoals by
Bob Dylan. Thanks.

Send check or money order to:
Dixie Flyer
PO. Box 4074
Memphis, TN 38104
T Shirt Size S

M

L_

Jim Dickinson
Memphis, TN

Name
Address_
Apt. No. _
City

_Zip_

1980

DEAR DIXIE;

Reseda Mickey
Brooklyn, New York

12 issues
9.00 plus
A Free Dixie Flyer T-Shirt!

• Spring

Gee thanks for forgetting to
PHOTO CREDIT: RICK IVY for
the recent (that's what you asked
for) picture of Jim Dickinson in
January's "Mister Crump Don't
Like It: Part Two." I don't like
that kind of oversight. At this
rate, Jim Dickinson's Furry Lewis
hologram idea will be born about
the same time photography will
die and I don't want it to die
without knowing about me.
Which is why I have a name.
Rick Ivy
Memphis, TN
Would you buy that it fell off on
the way to the printer?

day. I was deeply stirred by Marilou Thompson's article on Tellico. I'm so glad to see it in print.
Robert Michie
Poet-ln-Residence for
Tennessee Arts Commission
White County Schools

Thanks for that moving piece
by Marilou Thompson . . .
Anthony Lewis
New York Times
Received by Dr. Jane Dacus,
Harvard University, in response
to forwarded issue.

Ms. Thompson, I wrote two
stories on Tellico for The Daily
Post-Athenian (Athens, TN,
October 3 and October 22, 1979)
when the dam gates were closing. I
am sorry to say that most people
in my present area who are even
slightly aware of the controversy,
view it as "the snail darter" versus
"progress." I did want to com
mend you on a fine effort. It's too
bad our efforts were in vain.
James Ewing
Yazoo Bureau Chief,
Jackson Daily News

Note to editor: I thought you'd
like to include dates. The articles
are very fine and there may be
readers who would follow up on
them. Thank you again for your
sincere and courageous interest
in the Cherokee cause.
Marilou Thompson

T-SHIRTSINTERNATIONAL, INC.
Cuatom-Made T-Shirta

Phyllis, I found your holiday
article very moving and just
right. . .
Anita McClellan
Senior Editor, Houghton Mifflin
New York, New York

239 S. Cooper
522-8333

The Oiliest Bookstore in Memphis Offers
Used and rare books of all kinds
Works on Memphis histoni and bp local authors
Technical books and elementary textbooks
Out-of-print searches and Special Orders
Small press poetry and fiction

Burke's Book Store
634 Poplar Avenue 38105

I have just read again Phyllis
Tickle's moving Madonna essay.
It is beautiful, beautiful. I think
again of Momma and Daddy's bed
in my cold rooms in Jackson
hundreds of snow miles away.
There was something about the
rite of smoothing and fluffing that
set me on my own memory trail.
Something about the headboard
of the bed in the photograph, too.
I do believe that WHAT WAS is
never lost although Time alters
our way of perceiving it. Thank
you for a gift you did not know
you would be sending me this

Yes, Chota has gone under
water now and as I watched, some
time back, the waters going up, a
part of me went also. But gone
will never be the memories of the
summer I spent working with an
archeologist some years ago. Just
to have been on the very soil
where my ancestors walked means
a lot. Often after work, I would
go back to the Chota site and
wander around and sit by the
river and visualize the village and
its people and somehow, which I
can't explain, I could feel the very
presence of these people. I think,
with just the tiniest smidgin of
more faith, I could have stepped
back into time and lingered with
my people. All I have now are a
few artifacts . . .
J. C. Wachacha
Member, Eastern Band of Cherokee
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INNER CITY ESSAYS
Last night there was a storm . . .
a cold front shifting suddenly and
dropping onto us with ferocity
and winds that bent down the
pine trees along the fence line.
Sometime after I went to bed, it
tore open the pasture gate; so we
awoke this morning to bitter cold
and a scattered herd. Two preg
nant heifers in the front yard, six
more in the garden eating up what
was left of the turnip greens, and
seven others, mostly yearlings,
playing at some kind of heifer tag
in the windy orchard. The mud
from last month's snow was three
inches thick. Even frozen, it came
laughing up to suck off our boots.
We slopped and fell and prodded
swollen bellies until, ourselves
covered with the ooze, we fell
onto the broken gate and laughed
our laugh to the gray dawn skies
and the startled blackbirds. We
drove the last ones through
finally, my son and I, and repaired
the gate right enough, coming in
out of the cold with feet so wet
and frozen that we couldn't feel
them and with our night clothes
covered in the half-thawed
manure. We stank up the kitchen
with the good stench of late win
ter and of the earth when it is res
isting one last cold front with the
heat of coming fertility.
Later I stood at the spigot and
washed the mud from our boots
and felt again, as 1 do every year at
this season, a grief for the passing
cold. Looking across the pastures
to the pond below, I knew it had
indeed been the last storm before
the Spring and I wanted to run
backward toward the early morn
ing, toward the winds and break
ing limbs of last night. Lenzin our
German ancestors used to call this
season; and since them, we have
called it Lent. It is a time when

Phyllis Tickle

Christians decorate stone
churches with the sea's color and
wrap their priests in the mollusk's
purple. It was once a time when
all things passed through the natu
ral depression of seclusion, short
food supplies and inactivity, a
time when body and land both
rested.
It is still, in the country, a final
sanity before the absurd wasteful
ness of Spring.
Every year at this time it is
harder for me to desire butterflies
and lilies, to wish even for resur
rection. Each year I come a little
closer to needing the dullness of
the sky and the rarity of a single,
red-headed woodpecker knocking
for grubs in my pine bark. Each
year also I come a little closer to
the singlemindedness of the drake
who, muddy underside showing,
waddles now across the ice to the
cold center water to wash himself
for his mate, all in the hope of
ducklings later on.
Through the thin, sharp air I
can hear the younger children in
the barn. They are building tun
nels again, making forts from the
dried bales of hay. From the yap
ping I know that even the dogs
can join in the intricacies which
imagination has contrived. The
five-year-old chases field mice as
her brothers build. She will catch
another soon and drown it in the
water trough with unsullied
sadism, feeling only the accom
plishment that comes from having
helped to keep her part of the
world in balance.
In the summer, the mice will
leave, going back to the fields
again, and she will take to pulling
everything that blooms instead,
bringing them all in to me indis

criminately. The tin-roofed barn
will be stifling and the forts will
have all been eaten. The boys will
be picking beans and complaining
of the itch from the okra leaves,
being themselves too hot and tired
to desire anything except nightfall
and bed. The drake will have a
family, which he will abandon to
the mate he so much desires now,
and the woodpecker's carmine
head will burn out to tired tan.
The farm in the summer becomes
like the city is all year . . . too
much color, too much noise, too
much growing, too much hurry to
stave off loss and destruction, too
little natural death and gentle end
ing, too little time for play, too
little pointless imagination.
I can remember many summers
now; it is the singular advantage
of years that one can do so. And I
remember that once summer
comes, I spend it wallowing in the
easiness of it; the excess of its
fruits and vegetables; the compan
ionship of its constant sounds as
the hum of the insects and of the
roto-tillers gives way in the even
ing to the croaking of the frogs
and raucousness of the katydids. I
remember also that I begin early,
in that green time of Trinity, to
dread the stillness of the coming
cold; to fear the weariness of win
ter menus, the bitterness of break
ing open pond water for thirsty
cattle and of packing lunches —
interminable lunches — for reluc
tant children on their way to
school.
But for right now it is Lent and
for one more snow I can luxuriate
in the isolation of the cold, attend
laconically to who I am and what I
value and why I'm here. Religion
has always kept earth time.
Liturgy only gives sanction to
what the heart already knows.
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When We're In Little Rock
We Have All Of Our Typesetting Done By
Computer Graphics
212 Center St., Little Rock

Artists'

supplies
Memphis' most complete art
store. Everything for professional,
student, and amateur artists.

1

0

ART CENTER SUPPLY STORE r
1636 UNION AVENUE
>.
276-6321

NEW ALBUM*-* 1-99

EXPOSE

YOURSELF
with

8x10
Black & White Glossies

Hundreds to Thousands
Entertainers Advertising
Models Sales Promotions
Color A Iso A vailable

*
Photo: Deck Reeks

Photo Lab

Robert T. Jones
Work of Robert T.Jones is
currently showing in two
exhibitions; Migrations:
Faces/Places at The Teacher
Center in New Haven,
Connecticut and Black Artists of
the South at Mississippi Museum
of Art.
Jones is staff photographer for
the Center for Southern Folklore.
He became stirred by the visual
while stationed in Japan,
resulting in a photographic style
that is simple and direct, yet rich
with empathy for his southern
subjects.
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Memphis State student,
Willis Cook, interviews
Moeung Ry, former
Cambodian student and
refugee.
Willis: Living here in the U.S.
I didn't get much sense of the
Vietnam War. Did you feel it
when we were over there, when
the United States and Vietnam

were fighting?
Moeung Ry: No, I never see.
Willis: Did you know what was
going on?
Moeung Ry: Before the
Vietnamese come into Cambodia
I never see them, but I can know
about it.
Willis: When you were little,
you know coming up, were there
a lot of conflicts going on?

Moeung Ry: When I was a
small boy, yes.
Willis: Everyday, what did you
do from day to day?
Moeung Ry: In Cambodia, now
I tell you about my family. My
father is a former teacher. And
my mother — she is a salesman —
a businessman. And about me, I
am a student. I go to school
everyday and I don't live with my

family. I live far away from them.
My family, they live near the
border. I am in High School and
must go to the school to study.
Willis: How did you know the
Communist came into Cambodia?
Moeung Ry: I can know the
Communist come into Cambodia
because someone listen to the
Radio, and they told me — maybe
two or three or five day after the
Illustration: Kenneth Hubbell

Dixie Flyer • Spring 1980
with past — doctor, writer,
messenger, diplomat, representive,
Buddhist, monks, student. And
about my Father, he is a former
teacher. He had die by the Khmer
Rouge. They have been killed
him. Those who are still alive are
POWs. But very difficult when I
remember that now, when I think
about Cambodians, very difficult.
Willis: I can understand that.
When did you find out they were
after you?
Moeung Ry: They had killed a
lot of students.
Willis: Just line them up and
get rid of them?
Moeung Ry: No. No. If they
want to kill you they bring you to
the forest and they kill you with
the wood. Not with a gun.
Willis: They didn't use the gun?
Moeung Ry: They must kill
you with the wood.
Willis: What do you mean, hit
you?
Moeung Ry: Yes, they take
wood gnd then they hit you, and
Willis: The Communist, now
some they can tie you and no
would that be the Russians or is
food and no water and you can
that the North Vietnamese?
die, you can die. I can say very
Moeung Ry: The Vietnamese
difficult.
and the Communist is very grul. I
Willis: Yeah, I know, if it gets
can say about they are very grul.
too hard we can stop and then
Willis: Is what? Slow down.
maybe some other night we will
Moeung Ry: Grul, grul . .
talk about it again, sometime.
Willis: Gruel, guerrilla - is that
Moeung Ry: When the
what you are saying?
Communist coming in Cambodia,
Moeung Ry: I will write for
they
had destroyed all those are
you
fortunes of Cambodia people
Willis: What is that — a "C"
seem.
Pagoda, city, hospital,
Cruel? Oh, cruel. I see, oh I'm
school, market. Maybe you know
sorry.
about
Cambodia. In Cambodia
Moeung Ry: Now I tell you
have only city is Phnom Penh city.
about the Communist what did
Phnom
Penh is very beautiful city
they do. I live from my family and
in Cambodia. But when the
go to work and then when I come
Communist
come in to
to see my family and my Mother
Cambodia, Phnom Penh is a ghost
— she told me about my Father
town
and
large
avenues are used
and the Communist had killed
to plant bananas and vegetables.
him. I didn't know the
They
give
birth
only Law in
Communist had killed my Father
Cambodia is "ANGKAR" which
and now I shall cry.
means
"ORGANIZATION."
Willis: Did they state why or
That words strike fear into the
for what reason, do you know?
heart of the Cambodian people.
Moeung Ry: Yes, yes — right.
There is no freedom of
Willis: Did they give any reason
movement. No ministry of justice
why they did it? Can you follow
for give a verdict either. They
what I am saying? Do you know
don't find out the truth of people.
why they do that? Why?
Willis: Is it kind of strange for
Moeung Ry: Yes, they killed
you to be in the United States to
my Father — Why?
have come from Cambodia with
Willis: Why? What reason?
so much going on, is that hard for
Boy, that's hard isn't it. Well, go
you?
on from there. We will come back
Moeung
Ry: I can say now not
to that.
very difficult for me. I is very
Moeung Ry: Yes, now I will tell
easy.
I
can
say I can live in peace
you. I can tell you about this —
and it is easy. When I live in
very difficult.
Cambodia,
it is very difficult.
Willis: Is it hard for you right
Young man and woman have no
now?
free
time
in
Cambodia, and they
Moeung Ry: Yes, so I can tell
have only one law or organization.
you what has happening in my
The
woman
has no freedom. I can
family and in Cambodia under the
say very difficult to live under the
Communist ruler of Pol Pot. The
Communist.
Communist or the Khmer Rouge
Willis: How long did you live
have slaughtered millions of
under the Communist rule?
people in building their society:
Moeung Ry: Maybe four years
former government officials who
under the Communist Rule. I am
once possessed power or
very little, very thin because no
influence, businessman and
food or medicine. Some had died
anybody who had anything to do

Communist Government, they
come in to City. And I can know
about the Communist coming in
the City and I must leave from the
border to see my family. When I
see my family, then I know all the
children maybe five years old or
six years old — they must have
job. They go to work every day.
Yes, they must leave from their
parents, yes.
Willis: Did you have to do that
too?
Moeung Ry: Yes, I leave from
my house maybe two or three
years and then I can come back to
see my family. I go to bangadam.
Willis: Bangdam?
Moeung Ry: No. Yes for
putting the water.
Willis: Oh! Dam. You make a
dam?
Moeung Ry: Yes, I make a dam
and sometime I go to rice field.
Yes, I go to the rice field for make
rice, and when the Communist. .

and some are starving, and some
walk without food and they can
know about someone had died.
All of their families they don't
know if they had died.
Willis: How were the
Communists when they first came
in, were they friendly? You know,
like if you come to my house and
lived there one, two or three
days.?
Moeung Ry: Yes, when the
Vietnamese come into Cambodia
at first they don't use power and
they are very easy to the
Cambodians and they take care of
the Cambodians. They give some
rice and some food. Then two or
three months they use power and
are very cruel to the Cambodians.
Willis: The people, they
couldn't say what they really felt
about the Communists? They
couldn't say whether you liked it
or disliked it? How come they
didn't fight back?
Moeung Ry: All of the
Cambodian people are surprised
and it is very difficult when the
soldier of the Vietnamese and the
Pol Pot meet the Cambodians in
the rice field. All the Cambodians
take their breakfast, dinner or
lunch in the forest or the rice
field. They work so hard from
morning til late at night and could
get very little rice soup. Maybe 15
or 100 people work in the rice
field and they eat all together and
the soldier or the Vietnamese
people see that they are eating,
and then they must die. Some are
babies, some are old men, old
women, some young man or
young woman, they must die.
Willis: They killed them all?
Moeung Ry: Yes, they killed
them all. Or the Communist
soldier he asks to you so you like
Pol Pot ruler? And you say I don't
like the Communist ruler and
they they must kill you and your
family. Yes, they must die. They
killed their people by one style is
— they dig a big hole and they
they tied the people and push
them into hole still alive. Some
they take into forest for to kill
them with the stick. During the
four years if I make statistics of
the Cambodian people who had
died, maybe 3 millions persons
and the rest had escaped to
Thailand.
Willis: How did you escape
from Cambodia?
Moeung Ry: I stay in the forest
— in forest — I sleep in the
forrest. A lot of the Cambodian
refugee have been killed by the
Khmer Rouge patrols or mines
near the border between
Cambodia and Thailand. I see the
soldier of Pol Pot they patrol near
the border; and they they shotted
to me and I move out from the
soldier and into the mountain.
Then I leave from the mountain
and into the Thailand. I was very
happy when I arrive and the
government or U.S.A. and French

— they came to visit me and they
take me to the camp, Klong Yai. I
was living in the camp maybe a
month and my family they
escaped to Thailand and then
government take them to the
camp Klong Yai too. I am very
happy when I see my family again.
I can not say how much that to
them. I want to cry, cry, cry, until
all my tears will be drying up.
Because I look to them — they are
very thin and old too. We were
born again.
Willis: Tell me how you got to
the United States?
Moeung Ry: I stay in a camp in
Thailand and a lot of many
countries they come to make the
list. Some come to Canada,
France and U.S.A. They asked me
about where do you want to go,
and I say I want to go to the
U.S.A. He asked me why and I
say I want to be a work man, and
in the U.S.A. a lot of work for the
work man. And he say are you
sure and I say, Yes, I am sure. He
asked me a lot of words, but a lot
of the expressions that he asked
me, I forgot.
Willis: You managed to get
your family together and then
how did you get to the U.S.? Did
you fly?
Moeung Ry: Yes, by airplane.
Willis: How did you come to
Memphis?
Moeung Ry: I don't know
which state I must go to, but
when I arrived in California and I
asked who is Government official
and he looked at my card and he
said you must come to Memphis,
you must leave from here and go
to Memphis because you have
sponsor. His name is Mr. Frank
Wertzberg.
Willis: Is he the one who
helped you get a job?
Moeung Ry: Yes, I have job in
Church.
Willis: What of your future?
What do you plan to do now?
Moeung Ry: About the future
here. I want to study. I want to go
to school. I will make my life
brightly as the sun shines in the
morning in the U.S.A., and when
the war will finish, Peace will be
restore very very soon in
Cambodia. Maybe I will be back
to see my beloved motherland
again, to see my relative, my rice
field and my farm.

The Cambodian Crisis
Center (P.O. Box 37204,
Washington, DC 20013)
maintains a toll'free referral
service (800-424-5051) for
non-medical volunteers and .
public inquiries. Callers to
another toll-free number
(800-331-1700) receive a list
of relief organizations raising
funds on behalf of and/or
working in Cambodia.
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FOR
THE
LIBERAL

By Gordon Osing
Not only did the Republicans have the only
really liberal candidate this time around, John
Anderson of Illinois, but he was there for his
own enlightened reasons, with little actual
party support, amusing at least egg-head
voters if he hadn't the chance of church
basement chili of doing any good. (Unless he
had been chosen to replace Harold Stassen,
the old party haunt.)
Teddy-the-K is still trying to swim out of
Chappaquiddick Watersand has but scattered
new deal dreams to peddle, like a kind of giltedged dead end kid. He's a cynical one. Nor
does he have the vast core of supporters
attributed to him. Not even from academic
professional leftists.

Illustrations:

Susan O'Reilb
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Liberalism has dried up, about as fast as
loose money, now that I think about it. Per
haps liberalism existed in the first place, out
of its bargains and conciliations with the folks
who play hard ball in the world, who pay for
politics from ward healing to the oval office.
Or maybe it's because the situation is
simply too far gone for even the liberals' mes
sage.
At any rate they're all but gone, in effect,
who served well in their time. They were the
last to raise the issue of social engineering,
only to be drowned out by those who were
actually doing it; who knew there was no such
thing as economic laws. And now they are
nearly gone. With their dime-store populism,
their fond disdain of T.S. Eliot, their Ray
Charles records. (Oh, didn't the word popu
lism suffer a short, sweet life.)
Consider their favoring across the board
the ERA, and their inability to organize sup
port for it even among themselves, and of
those who organize, radicals who know, actu
ally, that the ERA will be the brick-bat that
breaks the camel's back of this economic sys
tem, or alter it profoundly, for it is already
straining beyond its resources and under
standings. (Imagine franchising fully millions
of citizens at the same time. It'd be Weimar
days for sure.) One supposes the liberals who
are supporting the ERA are being humanistic,
as they were taught in school; the folks who
will make it happen will be hip as hell and
hard.
Don't weep uncontrollably over the passing
of The Liberal, however.

They were that first generation of
schooled, mostly urban folks, many of
whose daddies had been educated on the
GI Bill, who brought the VW to Amer
ica, who invented the Italian Restaurant
as a big date. They could see the shape of
things as good as any anthropologist, but
it was like trying to pick up a rug you're
standing on. They were truly schooled in
the culture they might have been asked
to change. Even these days they always
try to be intellectual about the future
and earthy about the past.
A charming and productive breed of folks
whose only error was, perhaps, in believing in
specialization, theirs especially, in culture and
the arts. Or one sees them raising chickens on
a hill or baking bread.

Or relegating Jack Kerouac to a dustbin
with Sinclair Lewis. Seeing him as the very
spoiled source or all "me-isms."
The trouble with liberals is that they don't
believe in organization; they believe in char
ity. That way they can go in winning a couple
of different ways, not a bad go actually.
And now they are gone. Gone with their
futurisms, their "connections," their example
to us all. Their love of huckstering. Their
silence and their sense of the tragic can be
turned into an art form.
Truly, some of them are grimly conserva
tive. The best of them are fatalistic as hell. By
nineteenth century measures, William F.
Buckley is a liberal. By our standards, too, if
you think about his message. Now we see lib
erals still trying to say "the system is the
answer."
And we see them spending money on bad
art (a truism in the market place). They are
extraordinarily susceptible to propaganda and
fads. Their daughters go in for selffulfillment, a youngest son is into Mahler.
Their oldest children always end up going
into business. They are a tad thin-skinned for
folks who believe in the tragic. At any rate,
they believe in it enough to believe that good
business only will solve our various crises.
It behooves us to take some note of their
passing.
Not that they shall be fewer in numbers.
For there are at least as many as ever. (Liber
alism includes so many graceful ways to be
Out of it, and is a natch for a lot of very
bright people.)
But one sees them, shopping for dinner in
Seessel's after work, or buying the family
groceries late at night in Montesi's. Or buying
a Volvo because it is made by Lutheran
Socialists.
They actually desire to understand sin, can
you believe it? And all they get for it is a bad
dose of B. F. Skinner and his all-star band of
university psychologists doing research in
how to ease us all down the drain like one of
their new and improved products.
They usually have a Rousseau around the
house somewhere. And their houses geneally
have a style. They're up to cognac now, with
beer flirtations and merry-wanna mandarin
ecstacies over the unity of their decor.
I remember them in their heyday, the
late forties through the incarnation of
Nixon (or maybe it was Kissinger's).
They were first to wear berets to church.
How they loved a nice scarf. How they
felt themselves to suffer and how they
felt their suffering to be part of a god's,
and wanted it to be 1948 forever.
And now they are gone. Eaten by their ster
eo's. Into the Japanese science fiction movie,
"The Dime-Store That Ate London."
They could be serious about anything.
They could see prisoners' songs, bandanaed
people, even disease rates as folklore.

They had a serious fondness for the Medie
val, experts in a chosen field, and something
like teas or country music, or chess. They
bought color TV's about when everybody
else did.
They kept viable many a community ser
vice. Arts and crafts could not be organized
without them.
I knew them in many a candle-lighted home
in the fifties. With their winking fatalism and
their spirituality. They were so into movies.
Bergman comas were their spiritual fantasies.
W. C. Fields their knight. (Only Groucho
was allowed to speak in their Heaven.) So
they went berserk over little when they got
intellectual about Woody Allen's last three
movies. Or sentimental, actually.
The past, you know, they were always a lit
tle partial to the past. Another reason why
they loved the movies was the old clothes.

(Their children take to decadence like Demo
crats to beer.)
One remembers their bouts with "the New
Theology," their piped discussions of the
virtues of Tillich and Eric Ericson. (Their
children read diet and astrology books.) One
remembers the slides of their trips to Europe.
How they saw exactly what they went there to
see. (I, myself, don't ever need to set foot in
Munich.) They may have saved the trench
coat.
I knew them in church basements, at
polite civic activities, at outre' seminars,
and in choruses, delicatessens, and posher
bars in the fifties. Talking everything
from Adolph's meat tenderizer to Zen
Buddhism as the eventual solution to all
eventual problems.
They were everywhere doing their good
works and were thought of as doing so even
by the conservatives, who were still operating
in their famous notion of white man's
burden, and "what's good for General
Motors IS good for the USA" Chamber of
commerce euphoria.
They were so sincere in their support of
Adlai Stevenson. (Really, they concluded
stoically, the best man can never really be
president; thus Adlai went down as noble,
and, after all, the world is nothing but lilacs
and pizza.)
With the election of Lyndon "the Great
Society" Johnson they became more than
subtly militant. They joined the marchers.
Said good things about Sidney Poitier's acting
and found themselves accidentally leading a
long overdue protest against the war.
Continued on Page 12
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Leading because, before they knew what
happened, the whole population was agreeing
with their stance (for more personal reasons
than their own, to be sure) and could see the
connection between the bloody ruse of the
war and our society's being further than ever
from getting its act together.
Precisely from the time of their vindication
imediately after McCarthyism went under
until the dramatic conclusion of Jimmy Car
ter's first campaign for the oval office — that
was the time of their heyday. Remember that
delightful old asshole Robert Frost virtually
pronouncing a liberal benediction on the
tenure of Jack Kennedy, which as we all know
lasted a thousand days and was frequently
compared with Camelot.
With the coming of Nixon, and except for
his long-and-highly-entertaining-everyafternoon-and-late-night demise, the liberals
had no unifying national cause. Civil rights
died at Kent State, far from bombed Sunday
Schools in the South.
Revenue sharing was their last, small vic
tory. Besides . . .
If Nixon was the Devil, was it not possible
once in a while to make a deal with the Devil
and win. Like isn't his foreign policy weirdly
successful. Think of it, man, Nixon standing
on the Great Wall. On TV live, drinking a
Coke. And isn't old Kissinger, standing
quietly nearby, a strangely cultured man. See
how he raps with Lenny Bernstein.
It was police riots, the last days of
boundless Hubert Humphrey, the time
of a renaissance in eating (the return to
food, actually), and of waiting for the
man on the white horse.
Who tooled in from Georgia with his
own poet, his blond-brick Baptist imagi
nation and a home-made family fortune
in peanuts. It turned out to be the last
train for the liberal.
A liberal soul himself, Jimmy attracted
them from the beginning. A true believer
himself in homey talk, softball, vowing to put
even his own daughter in public schools, he
wowed as nothing had since Johnson's
squeaking plea for a good life for all. Carter
seemed to know how to make it happen by
returning to a remembered America, the Lib
erals' specialty. They went out for Carter.
(Now they're secretly and petulantly wishing
John Anderson could somehow make an
explosion, they are so unable to choose
between Teddy's driving and Jimmy's nuclear
submarine.)
The really funny thing about liberals under
LBJ was that they both opposed the war and
supported the civil rights moves (actually
nailed down by the Warren Court, the real
Camelot of liberalism in our past) but never
realized much that they were connected. That
both were brought on by the Howard Hugheses who play events like a pinball machine.
Carter still sees things in that separated
way, but he sees at least two sides so he is the
thinnest choice of liberals this time. One is
amazed that Teddy even wants the job. (I
mean could he control anything if he got it?)
And Carter does bring with him Walter
Mondale, from an old farm and laborer party
in Minnesota, so maybe he will say or do
something.

Mostly liberals still haven't connected the
war and the civil rights struggle. And they
haven't connected either of them to present
economic straits, either. It was their univer
sity educations that kept things separate in
the first place, I suspect. A pity, since connec
tions would have taken them over into the
new activism that is organizing coop grocery
stores, medical clinics, nurseries, farming and
living communities. That is arranging collec
tively for public services and agencies to deal
with their needs. And they are a conservative
lot, often living somewhat plainly, as on The
Farm up in middle Tennessee, where each
person is expected to pull his own weight.
Required. Artists are suspect, as in Plato.
And in fact I shouldn't doubt that liberals
have come in these last days to see themselves
as basically conservative. They are no longer
so silly as to believe for instance, that if
Blacks are manifestly denied, are further than
ever out of, the mainstream, they have a
beautiful continuing family life, or they live in
a kind of Edenesque sensuality that is far bet
ter than the vicious mainstream anyway.
Now that their grandparents are among the
poor of our culture.
And what has happened to the liberal. He
has gone into academia, where he still may be
the cause of some cultural activity, if it is only
intellectual. And one remembers that it was
on campuses in the late forties that the origi
nal seeds were sown. And where, in general,
the rich are still more or less generous to the
arts.
He has gone into various discreet and
indiscreet singles scenes.
He has gone into family life, as the current
stream of comedies and melodramas from

Hollywood would indicate, he has gone into
hiking and camping and become the usual
spokesman for any number of salutary and
non-critical social causes. The abortion issue,
which gives him trouble, too, is the closest
he/she comes to engaging the current edges of
social change. His/her trouble there is that
he/she can't decide whether it's a feminist
issue or metaphysical or economic.
She/He knows that the feminists, with
their direct political organizations, have some
chance of making changes in our events, but
somehow he/she made a choice a long time
ago to live out some version of their fathers'
past.
Perhaps the liberal is dying out because
he and she thrived in the first place in an
era when they were there to comment on
and otherwise interpret things, ex post
facto, and when the state of thing
requires action, folks whose secret favor
ite plays are Hamlet and Waiting for
Godot are bound to return to their cer
tainties rather than commit to significant
change.
I overheard two young men from the local
art academy at breakfast this morning, and
the one says, "Gimmee Europe, every time;
there are no dirty cities and no trash laying
around everywhere," to which the other re
plies, "Yeh, but I'd rather have a little trash
laying around everywhere than have to worry
about a woman's armpits." A kind of brilliant
exchange, really. If you're into sacred laughter
or Zen.
Hey, some of my best friends . .. you know.
I just wanted to say I'm sorry about the
demise of the liberal these days, but if he is
truly gone, he is in a better world. Some
where between Led Zeppelin and Kurt Vonnegut.
Who knows, perhaps we shall all have to
be liberals again one day. Some signs hint it,
after all: "Have it your way," "You deserve a
break today," and "The best surprise is no
surprise."
I dreamed once that Nixon returned, as a
socialist, and became our George Washington
of the space age by wiping out disease, illiter
acy and by franchising every citizen in Amer
ica in less than one generation. He did this by
misunderstanding every significant document
in our political and economic history, but
nobody cared.
But as I said, I take no small personal note
of the passing of this rather special group of
folks. If we are coming more and more
directly into ground zero these days or have
already moved on to hobbies and causes more
singular and rewarding, we may yet take this
occasion to plant a stone at the head of their
collective grave.
Before we throw our denim jackets over
our shoulders and hike off to "pastures new"
we need an epigram that says it all.
Let me see . . . They came, they saw, they
cankered . . . no . . . too obscure.
Or this: "Now it may be the Devil or it
may be the Lord; you have to serve some
body . . . too ambiguous, besides, would you
give Bob Dylan so much of a day's wages to
hear him say it?
Let's let it be this: Your attention please:
ls no free Parking at any time.
They would understand.
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THE UNDERTONES
The Undertones
Pretty soon, it will be more
than a decade since my teenage
years ceased. It was pretty trau
matic and better left in the past.
For the most part, the nostalgia
lingers in the form of the two
most important things in my life
at that time; girls and music.
Come to think about it, those are
still right up there in my top
three. The Undertones (Sire) are
what brings this all to mind. Take
the youthful enthusiasm of The
Knack and combine that with the
omnipresence of teenage I.R.A.
gun-runners and you have some
thing visually more sinister than
The Sex Pistols and lyrically,
while juvenile, very accurate.
Don't get me wrong, The Knack
was the creation of a certain
record label's merchandising
department. After the smoke had
cleared, a big yawn. The Under
tones probably won't create any
smoke, and might not even get
another record pressed in the
states. What we have here folks is
your youthful enthusiasm, in
spades. Where groups like The
Knack and The Cars have to be
lyrically suggestive to get their
point across, The Undertones,
being teenagers, realize that you
don't have to spell out adoles
cence, cause we all know what it
was like. Songs like "Girls Don't
Like It," "Teenage Kicks" and
"Here Comes Summer" all pos
sess a youthful almost naive
approach to the world, while the
guitars threaten to crack the earth
with the force of an atomic bull
dozer. In short, another good rock
and roll album, made by people
who understand it best, teenagers.
They also wrote all sixteen songs
on this single album.

WARREN ZEVON
Bad Luck Streak In
Dancing School
It took Zevon a year and a half
between records but the wait was
worth it. While not at all like 78's
Excitable Bay it won't disappoint
the regulars and will probably
amass a whole new legion of fans
who like their music a shade on
the bent side.
Zevon uses the Eagles, Jackson

RECORD REVIEWS
Browne, Ronstadt, David Lindley
and a heavy dose of guitarist
Waddy Watchel to make a marve
lous record utilizing people I gen
erally love to hate. Lyrically his
peculiar form is intact. Mixing
tunes about mercenaries, guns and
gorillas, Zevon takes the listener
on a grand tour of his personal
dreams and demons, laced with a
grand sense of bizarre humour.
Inever thought Iwould be
praising Linda Ronstadt but her
brief contribution at the end of
"Empty Handed Heart" makes a
good song a great song. Bruce
Springsteen co-wrote "Jeannie
Needs A Shooter" with Zevon
and while it could easily be on the
next Springsteen album Ihave to
think that the ending was all
Zevon. "Bill Lee" while probably
being the shortest cut on the Lp is
my personal favorite. Zevon is
master of the understatement and
what he doesn't say on this song,
his harmonica does.
This is the record for anyone
who has ever been dumped on.
Bad Luck Streak In Dancing School
is sublime revenge.

ELVIS COSTELLO
AND THE
ATTRACTIONS
Get Happy
After two monumental albums
and one so-so release, Elvis Costello has once again tread new
ground with the experimental Get
Happy. It's experimental in that he
has crammed ten songs per side
on this record. Producer Nick
Lowe has a quick note on the
back cover explaining how the
quality of the record has not been
damaged by groove cramming.
Well, Mr. Lowe, it just ain't so.
The sound is hollow and distant,
and no amount of bass and treble
adjustment can remedy the situa
tion. I'm not condemning the
record for this one aspect, but real
audiophiles will be disappointed.
The material varies from Costello's searing rock and roll to a
good deal of laid back, introspec
tive boy-girl relationship stuff.

What is missing on this album is
the patented Costello anger.
Maybe it's lying somewhere in
between those crammed grooves,
but it certainly doesn't jump out
at you the way it did on "My Aim
is True" or "This Year's Model."
Speaking of anger, you would
think that Elvis and the Attrac
tions had experienced enough
financial success to enable them to
purchase a real organ. The key
board work still puts Question
Mark and the Mysterians to
shame but it's putting me to sleep.
It's hard to fathom a record
with twenty new songs that
demand to be heard and having to
hear them from the bottom of a
well. Let's just say that the jury is
still out and leaveit at that.

London Calling
Finally the Clash have released
an album that has potential state
side. London Calling is bulleted at
53 on the national charts and still
climbing. The reason,I think, is
their varied approach to British
new wave. This double album is
not completely a total assault on
the frontal lobes. Granted, they've
not abandoned what was once
known as punk rock. "Spanish
Bombs," "Death or Glory" and
"Revolution Rock" will attest to
that. However, listening to the
title track, one is struck by the
fusion of popinto these punks.
Loaded with hooks and clean
production, the Clash still does
not compromise. I think the track
"Jimmy Jazz" will surprise every
Clash fan.
This is their finest album to
date and possibly the first real
rock and roll album of the year
and the decade. Four sides of
music that demand to be heard.

DANNY DAVIS AND
WILLIE NELSON
An unlikely pairing? You bet.
You see, Willie wasn't around
when this album was put together.

What they did was take Willie's
old vocal tracks and overdub the
less than exotic stylings of Danny
Davis' Nashville Brass. On the
back liner notes, Willie gives his
full approval. But Willie, in the
right frame of mind, would prob
ably approve World War III as
long as Luckenbach and Austin
were declared neutral.
For diehard Nashville Brass fans
only, and you're not reading this
anyway. Once again O'Neil wastes
ink.

Waxed Beyond
Recognition
Listen for new product from
Billy Joel, Linda Ronstadt,Rachel
Sweet and Bob Seeger, all recent
releases. Look out for and avoid
at all costs, new Knack, Flying
Lizards, and Journey albums.
Those of you expecting a new
Springsteen don't hold your
breath. It will probably be June
before Asbury Park's favorite son
releases anything and rumour has
it that it might be a double set;
which could mean the longawaited live album.
In spite of indifferent record
buyers and mixed criticalreaction,
Fleetwood Mac's Tusk goes gold
and then platinum . . . told ya so.
However, the alienationI felt
towards the latest Pink Floyd
album, The Wall, propelled it to
Number One ...oh well.
New Cramps album produced
by Alex (Burn My Panther) Chil
ton is titled Songs The Lord Taught
Us. File under contemporary gos
pel and or mini-skirted lead guitar
ists . . For those of you who sub
scribe to Cablevision, check out
Channel 32 on Friday evenings
around 8:00. A few weeks ago I
saw Mr. James L. Dickinson give a
sensitive reading of "RollOver
Beethoven." He was demurely
concealed by a wrestling mask,
but I recognized the leather pants.
In the coming weeks Memphis'
newer wave artists, contemporary
bluesmen, and some sincere craziness will be featured. Check it
out.
That's about it for this month,
hope there's more going next
time. If not I'll make something
up. Anyway just remember the
old saying, "Nuke Rupert Holmes
and it'll be all right." Also did
you realize that this is Spring of
1980 and they're still letting Iggy
Pop make records .. . Later . ..
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THEY DID T HAVKANY
Sunbeam Mitchell
Interview by David Less
At the First Annual Memphis in
May Beale Street Music Festival in
1977 almost every performer received
an award in the form of a plaque
bearing the date, performer's name,
and a stylized acknowledgement
about some nebulous contribution to
Memphis Music. This was an impor
tant first step in the widespread
recognition by our politicians of the
international scope of influence of
Memphis Music.
The awards were designed to
primarily honor musicians like Furry
Lewis, Sleepy John Estes and other
blues legends, but were carried to the
extreme. So many presentations were
made that the impact of several
giants was lost. Two awards in par
ticular should be singled out as an
astute recognition of men who were
absolutely essential to the develop
ment of Memphis Music. Despite the
fact that both were helping to shape
the face of music, locally and
nationally, years before that shy,
skinny kid changed the world at 706
Union Avenue, most Memphians
have never Heard either of their
names.
If the names Robert Henry and
Andrew "Sunbeam" Mitchell are not
familiar, you are probably in the
majority. Yet these two, along with
Maurice Hulbert, booked and pro
moted nearly every black rhythm and
blues band in Memphis from the
1930s thru World War II and
beyond. They helped start the careers
of superstars like BB King, Bobby
Bland and Johnny Ace. Jazz giants
Phineas Newborn, Jr., Fred Ford and
Al Jackson all acknowledge a debt to
Messrs. Henry, Hulbert and Mit
chell.
Robert Henry is dead and Maurice
Hulbert owns a print shop on South
Lauderdale. Sunbeam Mitchell is the
last of the three to still be active in
the music business. As the founder
and owner of the Club Paradise, he
is still a force in popular music.
In 1943 Sunbeam Mitchell opened
Mitchell's Hotel on Beale Street. He
opened the second floor of the hotel
for music and called it Mitchell's
Lounge later changing the name to
the Domino Lounge. Mitchell finally
settled on the name Club Handy. In
its heyday the Club Handy had some
of the best musicians in the world on
stage together. When the great tour
ing bands played concerts in Mem
phis many of the musicians stayed at
Mitchell's Hotel and invariably
wound up jamming with legendary
.Memphis artists on the stage of the
Club Handy.

Photo:

Faced with the impending destruc
tion of Beale Street, Mitchell opened
the Club Paradise in 1964 at 645
East Georgia Street. The Paradise, a
converted bowling alley, soon became
a showcase for local and nationally
famous rhythm and blues acts. Mit
chell's Hotel closed a few years later.
The interview was conducted
under a grant by the Youthgrants division of the Humanities, a Federal agency established by Congress to promote
research, education and public
activity in the humanities. The
collection of related materials is
housed at the Center for Southem Folklore in Memphis.
DL: Were you involved in
promoting music before you
opened your club?
Mitchell: No, I wasn't. I rented
the place down for a hotel. We
converted it to a nightclub after
we had it as a hotel. We called it
Mitchell's Lounge and Mitchell's
Hotel at the same time. Then we
named it the Domino Lounge and
then we named it Club Handy and
that's the last name. We got a
charter on that.
DL: But that was all in the same
building.
Mitchell: Same building.
DL: When it was a hotel I heard
it was a really popular place for a
lot of musicians.
Mitchell: Well, that was the
only place during that time when
the shows that came through town
were segregated. We had most of
the rooms upstairs on the third
floor and all the musicians' things
were down the street at the Mid
night Rambles at the Palace
Theater on Beale Street. And all
the musicians didn't have no
where to stop but at the colored
hotel.
DL: But the hotel was just for
black entertainers.
Mitchell: Right.
DL: Can you think of any of the
better known performers who
might have stayed there?
Mitchell: We had big name

Ernest C. Withers

people but there was also better
hotels. There was a better class
hotel called Mickey Clark's. It was
up on Beale Street near Second. A
lot of them stopped there. And
the rest of them like Little
Richard, Roy Brown and all of the
big names in the colored field
stopped at Mitchell's Hotel. They
all knew about it. And then as the
time went on we had a name when
the musicians would come in and
get stranded. We had a thing
going. I wouldn't say a soup line,
but we were like caterers. We had
chili that we could sell people for
35<t a bowl. My wife did that.
DL: You called it Mitchell's
Hotel and Lounge. Was the
lounge a music hall when it was
first a hotel?
Mitchell: When we opened it
up we couldn't open up for a
lounge on account of a city ordi
nance. Later we got to where we
could open up for a lounge. Then
we got a fellow called Bill Harvey,
a great musician, writer, every
thing. He's passed but we got him
then. At that time they didn't
allow you to have no live music in
Memphis on a Sunday.
DL: Was that around 1943, 44
and 45?
Mitchell: Yea. They didn't
allow no live music. You had to
cut the jukebox off at a certain
time. Twelve, One o'clock you
had to cut those off. But later on,
we kept wiggling and wiggling
around there and I kept going up
to city hall and worrying and wor
rying the people. So they did
allow me to have a show on a
Sunday cause we were broadcast
ing it through a radio station,
WHBQ, When we started broad
casting we started having shows
and things. A little live music but
they didn't allow you to dance.
DL: What about during the
week? Did you always have shows
during the week?
Mitchell: Well, during the
week we just had a 50<f cover
charge maybe to help out some of
the musicians. But we called it a
jam session when all the musicians

would meet up late at night and
they'd start having a session.
DL: Was that local people or . . .
Mitchell: Local and out of
town, too. Two or three times we
had sessions going on and some
shows would be in town. Basie
came by and Dizzy Gillespie, Lio
nel Hampton and practically any
of the old musicians that got a
name. They knew about the Club
Handy and knew to stop in at the
club anytime they were in town.
Sometimes when we'd get started
late we'd just stay there all night
long.
DL: Was it kind of an afterhours place to go after you fin
ished your other gig?
Mitchell: That's right.
DL: Were there other clubs like
that? I heard the Brown Derby
often had a lot of music.
Mitchell: The Brown Derby
had some musicians out there.
During that time there were social
clubs where different people
would have dances out there. But
for downtown, for where every
body would meet up at after you
get through, it would be the Club
Handy. They could get the chili
and see the rest of the musicians.
Like we had a musician here, he
was a school teacher called Tuff
Green. Today we got a few of the
musicians left around town like
Phineas Newborn (Jr.) and Fred
Ford. Rufus Thomas was dancing
in a show with a fellow called
Bones. Then we had the Harlem
in Havannah show come through
all of the time. It was Claxton's
show out of Florida and they
would do the Cotton Carnival
every year.
DL: Wasn't the Harlem in
Havannah group Bill Harvey's
band?
Mitchell: Yea, he was with
them at one time.
DL: What happened to his leg? I
heard there was a benefit to get
him a new leg.

Hotel Mitchell

Photo: R. Earl Williams
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Mitchell: He went to the hospi
tal and he had to have his leg
taken off. When they released
him they tried to raise money to
get him a leg but they never did
get it off the ground. During that
time he stayed in the hotel and he
had a little office. That was his
desk right there. He passed before
they could get anything done.
DL: He was a diabetic, wasn't
he?
Mitchell: Yeah.
DL: When you would have
your shows was it just strictly jam
sessions or did you have comedy
acts and different things?
Mitchell: Well, we did put a
few shows in the club. We had a
lot of big names. Like take Jackie
Wilson. The first time he ever
played Memphis he played the
Club Handy. Then the next time
we put him in the Beale Street
Auditorium when he got so big.
DL: So then you promoted
shows that were not in the Club
Handy?
Mitchell: The thing is we would
book things around town and
then out of town. Practically all
the little promoters had clubs
throughout Mississippi and
Arkansas. The first stretch out we
put the band behind BB King. I
think that was 1950 or 52. It was
the first professional gig he had
through Don Robey that had the
Peacock and Duke Record Com
pany. The record company also
had a booking agent. He sold
dates for us to go from here to
Little Rock; from Little Rock to
Texarkana and from Texarkana to
Houston; from Houston to Beau
mont and then to Hobbs, New
Mexico. Those are the first dates
we had out of here. We didn't
have anything but a wagon and a
Desoto car and we went out and
travelled with BB.
DL: You mentioned that Bill
Harvey was in the Harlem in
Havannah group. Didn't he also
take a band out with Gatemouth
Brown, the Texas violin player?
Mitchell: Yea, he did. He ran
with him for awhile.
DL: I heard he toured the whole
Southwest with him. Was Fred

Ford in that band?
Mitchell: He was.
DL: Was there a tenor player
named Doughbelly in that band?
Mitchell: He could have been. I
can't be sure.
DL: I heard he was one of the
greatest. Are there any recordings
of him that you know about?
Mitchell: He didn't do any
recordings. But you take like Jun
ior Parker, Bobby Bland, Johnny
Ace. All those fellows came right
out of the Club Handy.
DL: Did they ever work
together as the Beale Streeters? I
heard that all of the people you
just mentioned had a band called
the Beale Streeters.
Mitchell: I can't remember
that. They might have worked
with a fellow that's passed named
Robert Henry. He was one of the

Club Handy Band, Club Handy

only promoters we had that
brought in big shows. He was in
the business before I was.
DL: Did you ever work with
him?
Mitchell: Robert Henry? A lot
of times. We were working
together with BB. Because Robert
Henry had a contract on BB and I
had the band of Bill Harvey. We
put them together and started out
on the road.
DL: So Bill Harvey's was BB's
first band.
Mitchell: Right. The one that
left Memphis.
DL: Did Tuff Green play in that
band?
Mitchell: No.
DL: But he did have a band of
his own.
Mitchell: Right.

DL: I'm trying to make sense
out of this chronologically. Was
Tuff Green older than BB. I get
the impression that he had been
around longer.
Mitchell: I think Tuff Green
was older than BB because he had
been around and was a school
teacher and a "bandleader at that
time.
DL: At the time when you had
all of your jam sessions, would
you say that they were playing
more blues than jazz or was it all
jazz or is there a difference?
Mitchell: Well, they didn't
have any rock. It was mostly jazz
and blues.
DL: Did they have singers?
Mitchell: Yea.
DL: What was the average size
of the groups? Would the horns
play in sections?

Courtesy Jim Russell

Mitchell: Well, the horns
would play solo, then the piano,
then the guitar. Things like that.
DL: But then it wasn't horns
playing riffs in sections or any
thing.
Mitchell: No. They'd just start
off and solo and go into the sesDL: Did they work off of ar
rangements?
Mitchell: That's what Bill Har
vey would do. He'd write the
arrangements and things. But they
didn't work off of arrangements
when they'd get to the jam ses
sions. Sometimes, Willie Mitchell
over here that's got the recording
studio. He'd just hang out with
Bill Harvey and try to get some
things done arranging.
DL: So you'd say Bill Harvey

really helped Willie along then.
Mitchell: Oh yea. Because
every day that I'd look out the
window I'd see Willie Mitchell
over there with Bill Harvey trying
to get things done.
DL: When they were jamming
did they take long solos? Were
they extended solos like bebop
or . . .
Mitchell: They'd take a solo
and it would go on for maybe 10
or 15 minutes.
DL: How early was that going
on? Was it happening in the early
1940s?
Mitchell: It started in the for
ties and lasted until this rock bus
iness took over.
DL: Was A1 Jackson (Senior)
and Phineas Newborn (Senior)
still active when you started work
ing?
Mitchell: Oh yeah, I used to
have old man Jackson at the club.
He played bass and his son played
drums. But old man Jackson was
the only one that had a band in
Memphis at that time that was
booking around clubs and out of
town and different things. (Inter
estingly, Jackson had two complete,
separate bands both billed as the Al
Jackson band. This allowed him to
play in town and out of town
simultaneously.)
DL: Did you ever hear of a band
called the Del Rios? I think they
were a vocal group.
Mitchell: That's right. They
wasn't a band. They were a vocal
group and they worked at the
Handy. They started out at the
Club Handy.
DL: There are a lot of stories
about Elvis Presley hanging out on
Beale Street. Did you ever see him
down there before he became big?
Mitchell: A lot of times he'd
come upstairs and sometimes we
could let him in and sometimes
we couldn't because the law was
tight on us about letting the white
mix with the coloreds. So some
times we could let him in and
come to the bandstand and play a
little bit.
DL: Did a lot of white musi
cians try to come down to the
Club Handy besides Elvis or was
he pretty unusual?
Mitchell: One or two. We
didn't have many.
DL: Mostly singers or did they
play instruments?
Mitchell: I can't remember.
DL: Well, I guess they really
discouraged mixing of any kind.
Mitchell: The only thing about
mixing you'd think like maybe
they'd get hurt or trouble would
arise.
DL: And when did you finally
move out to the Paradise?
Mitchell: I didn't exactly move
because I opened the Paradise in
1964 and I kept the Handy open
for two or three years after that.
After 16 years here I'm still going
strong.
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Gordon Alexander
The Bob Dylan Show opens
with about twenty minutes of
good ole gospel singing, high
lighted by the familiar tale of one
of the faithful who is denied a seat
on the train to glory because she
ain't got no money for the fare.
Jesus hears the woman's plea and
tells her she don't need no ticket,
"just get on board." Praise God. I
only wish he had been at the box
office that same evening where
admissions to the promised land
were going for fifteen dollars a
shot. The Lord does work in mys
terious ways.
Dylan follows the vocal quartet
onstage and methodically explains
why he doesn't write songs like
"Ballad of a Thin Man" anymore,
praising God in the highest and
warning the assembled multitudes
that sooner or later, they're gonna
have to serve somebody. The
band, as is with all of Dylan's
musical partners, are efficient and
score high marks for technical
excellence. The message comes
through loud and clear, but the
man in the pulpit is more a figure
of curiosity than a simple mes
senger from the Lord almighty.
For all practical purposes, the lean
and hungry look has been

replaced by that of the fatted calf
and Dylan's celebrated conversion
to Christianity has fallen upon the
ears of the faithful with a giant
thud.
In the Old Testament we were
told that the world was all
screwed up but we were o.k. The
New Testament now allows that
everything's all right but that we
just don't quite fit. It is a judge
ment we naturally resent just as
we resist the suggestion that Bob
has found the answers he once
claimed didn't exist. The truth of
the matter is that, God forgive us,
we would rather journey with
Bobby to the gates of hell and
back than learn why God gave
names to all the little animals. It's
a feeling that persists because of a
selfish desire to preserve our
modern-day heroes in what we
consider to be their natural state.
Unnatural as it may be, it seems a
far sight better than watching
them waddle into middle-aged
catatonia and die the slow, excru
ciating death at the hands of an
uncaring public.
As for Bob Dylan, you can say
the spirit has flown or that the
spirit has been uplifted, but one
thing is certain. The thrill is gone
and for the heathen in us all, that
sometimes makes all the differ
ence.
=========ii
Illustration: Kenneth l4ubbell
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Is it punk
or is it
Memorex?

With the Police, one never
knows if the feeling is really there,
and the band's demiconcert at the
High Roller helped to fog rather
than clarify the answer.
Are the Police really the best
new band to touch on American
shores, as they were hailed in Roll
ing Stone, or are they a trio of
old-time rockers who happened
onto their pop-hit formula just in
time to cash in on the new wave
peak? After all, they were
launched into the new wave genre
on a British bubble gum commer
cial: what could be more
anti-punk?
Yet, in a nine-day deluge of
every kind of music from Karla
Bonoff to Aerosmith, there were
only two acts worth seeing, and
the Police show was one of them.
They were good because they
weren't boring, and they weren't
boring because they have Sting,
who not only writes and sings
pop-hit formula, but also manages
to look like he might mean it. In
fact, the Police are so dependent
upon Sting's voice and Sting's
performance that drummer Stew
art Copeland and guitarist Andy
Summers are hardly noticeable
and wouldn't be missed if they
were replaced.
But how long can a band feed
on one performer's talents for its
survival?
Wazmo Nariz, a Chicago punk
whose aesthetics appear to lean
toward melon-squeezing and wear
ing two ties, opened the Police
show with a divinely stupid set
of campy songs and antics.
The most memorable
aspects of Nariz's
performance were his trip
to the supermarket (on
"Check- Out Girl") and
his incredible hiccupping

TSHIRT
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Rick Christian: Magnificent
By Sara Van Horn

Rick Christian, the Magmemphiscent, yawned at by Memphis new
wave "innies," hailed by Walter
Dawson (C.A.) as a "star," is leav
ing this legendary city less than a
legend. Phil Waldon,who obvious
ly didn't go down with the ship
"Capricorn" has signed Rick to a
personal management
contract and Macon,
Georgia will be homebase for empire re
building.
Often defensive, "I
don't need you, I don't
need friendship" (c
1978 Phonogram),
Memphis audiences
who witnessed Rick's
growth were sometimes
treated to machine-gun
macho as his perform
ances over-reached the
room. Backed by The

Trader
Dick's

White Boys — who played with a
jazz energy — Rick was left stirring
the winds around him togather the
fire for rock and roll.
Yet he was capable of igniting a
stadium — driven by rampant sex
uality — risking all with child-like
vulnerability. Fanned by
bits of tenderness, flash
es of brillance and ex
quisite timing, Rick
Christian's performan- *
ces bordered on the
sacred.
Memphis has given
Phil Waldon a diamond
in the rough, truly
magnificent in its raw
potential. Let's hope it
isn't polished down to
fit somepromoter's set
ting.
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The Resistors at Trader Dick's
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POSTER GRAPHICS
3891 Park
opposite Peaches

Mon. - Sat.
12 - 8:30

Trader Dick's can be forgiven
acoustical problems by their con
scious effort to book young new
acts. Considering the mix a local
sound system is capable of achiev
ing in the divided space, The Re
sistors were impressive. It was the
last set on a night which would
have discouraged many other
young acts to derision and/or lots
of beer.
The Resistors approach every
number with great rock and roll
enthusiasm which at their weaker
points nears frenzy. The band
inappropriately power-chorded its
way through several numbers
including an uninspirational
"Roadrunner" (Greg Kihn via
Modern Lovers), and "Do You
Wanna Dance" (Beach Boys
style), but did great justice to sel
dom covered standards including
Roy Orbison's "Pretty Woman,"

Chuck Berry's "Reelin' and a
Rockin'," and the classic Berry
"Oh Carol." I would suggest they
stay away from current 'popular'
(Petty, Cheap Trick) material they
might consider appealing to a
broader cross-section and concen
trate on the music they do distinc
tively better — classics that are
refreshing to those of us who
remember the originals and at the
same time exciting to those who
hear them first from these guys.
The service at Dick's was excel
lent as usual and the week-night
audience always consists of a spat
tering of every imaginable clien
tele. The management's foresight
in bringing "new wave" offspring
out of the atmospheric dungeons
and garages from which many of
these groups develop affords them
at least a measurable stepping
stone to exposure.
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MEMPHIS
By Lyn Gillick
New music, usually associated
somewhere in left field with jazz, is
beginning to show its roots, as evi
denced in Memphis'emergence asa
new music center. I refer to "new
music" as contemporary and in the
art tradition. Ifsome composer out
on Getwell finished an oboe con
certo last week, the work could be
termed "new music."
This year's New Music Festival,
the most important annual event
for Mid-South composers, repres
ented all sorts of ways of creating,
playing and hearing music — a contemporary American musical
smorgasbord. Composers from all
over America have come to Mem
phis for the festival and the events
are free.
Over five days, I heard seventy to
eighty performances. In the fun
category, Ken Grey's Electrosculpture looked likea small cubic jungle
gym, tilted on edge and wrapped in
chains. Onsqueezing a set of central
connectors, the chains gave off
squeeks, howls and squeals of var
ious pitches. Everyone played it
differently — with harsh-sounding
chords or a series of weird sound
fragments. Sitting in the lobby of
MSU's Harris Auditorium, and
heard at random intervals, it con
trasted with meticulous, carefully
rehearsed work inside the concert
hall.
Two works which werelusty and
thoroughly American were Nancy
Vande Vante's Quintet and Ben
Johnson's Suite for
Microtonal Piano. A
microtonal piano has
been tuned so that —
for instance — instead
of hearing potes prog
ressing from F natural
to F sharp (a half-tone
interval) the F sharp
might be pitched a little
lower to a quarter tone
interval above F natu
ral. There are an infi
nite number of smaller

tape was John Watt's Processional.
Ten trumpeters, directed by Jim
and larger microtone intervals, but
Hardy, entered singly against a
they are all smaller than the half background of electronically syn
tone interval — the basis of the thesized layers of fifths projected
chromatic scale. Ben Johnson's through speakers. The sustained
piano is notentirely retuned — just trumpet tones dropped in and out,
strategic keys — resulting in a very and as more trumpets entered, the
unique, funky, off-key flavor. A build-up of overtones interacted
blues, a tough-sounding polyrhy- with the tapedand livesounds. One
thmicetude, a dramatic modal song could choose to follow whichever
which transformed itself into a strand seemed most promising. It
fugue, some unabashedly corny was beautifully constructed, very
tunes and a tocatta which was really absorbing music.
a delightful calypso show-cased
The most imposing work pres
Johnson's mighty individuality. ented had the sternly forboding
John Rinehart was the excellent title of Motus Sonoris Diligenter Or
pianist. Vande Vante's Quintet was dinate I. According to organist
scored for flute, clarinet, cello, vio Barbara Thomson, the piece was
lin and piano. Conducted by Tim
partly about humanversus machine.
Duncan, it contained a crowd- Composed by Geoffrey Wright for
pleaser last movement with an old- organ and tape, the musicdemands
time movie house character — fast, that the performer keep up a
slick, surprising and often funny.
rigourous set of chords in tempo
Unlike most of the other works, with the tape until she/he drops
an exquisite and spine-tingling Em- out from exhaustion. The piece is
harking for Cythera, was program very loud and often uses bass tones
matic. It was played by the Cleve around the sixteen cyclefrequency.
land Chamber Orchestra, and both At that level the pitch isso low that
composed and conducted by Eu one begins to perceive separate vi
gene O'Brien. Allen Blank's Restate brations as rhythm rather than
pitch. Much of the work's intense
ment of Romance may have struck
many composers on the "why didn't relentlessness was derived from the
inevitable association with large
I think of that" level. (Or maybe
powerful motors — copters,cycles.
they already had.) Performed by
pianist Paul Hoffman, a sinuous The sheer physicality was over
whelming — it did not invite oneto
single-note melody wafted through
participate — it grabbed and
all manner of accompaniment. A
wouldn't let go.Memorable, potent,
fresh-sounding (uninstitutional)
a sonic experience.
niece for trumpet ensemble and
Though the houses
for this year's perfor
mances weregood-sized,
the majority were composers with a tiny
sprinkling of MSU
musicians. I'd like to
encourage attendance
for the festival next
year. It keeps it vigor
ous, honest and helps
the composers to avoid
the bane of any artists
existence — elitism.
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